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Abstract. We investigate in detail the nonlinear and chaotic dynamics of the Colpitts oscillator. We show that
we can control the dynamics of the oscillator by either inductors, capacitors or resistors in the emitter or collector
network. We find the bifurcation diagram and the Lyapunov exponent of the oscillator and investigate them. We
also find bifurcation diagram in 2D space when two parameters from the mentioned parameters are variables. The
2D diagram shows the nonlinear behaviour of the system more clearly.
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1. Introduction
Chaos means disorder and confusion. Chaos is a mathematical theory that shows the intensive dependence and
sensitivity of dynamical systems on the initial conditions [1]. This theory analyses the dynamical behaviour
of systems highly sensitive to initial conditions, i.e. partial change in the initial conditions causes a noticeable
change in the trajectory of the system in space in later
times, and makes the long-term prediction impossible.
Chaos theory was formally discovered by the French
mathematician Henri Poincare in 1889. It is a study
involving fields such as physics, economics, biology and
philosophy. Since the last century, chaos and bifurcations have been the subject of many researches [2–6].
During the 1980s and 1990s, many chaotic circuits have
been proposed and studied, and chaos has been observed
experimentally and numerically in many electronic circuits such as Chua circuit [7–9], the series RLC circuit
with a varactor diode [10] and recently in circuits including the Josephson junctions [11–16]. In 1994, chaos in
the Colpitts oscillator has been discovered for the first
time by Kennedy [17] and after that, many researchers
studied chaos in this oscillator [18–20]. That studies mostly gave emphasis on controlling the chaos in
Colpitts oscillator by the self-induction coefficient L of
Colpitts circuit inductor. Here we show that chaos in this
circuit can be controlled not only by L, but also by some
other parameters such as emitter resistor, R E , resistor in
the collector, R L , and capacitance in the circuit C2 . Also
0123456789().: V,-vol

we study in this paper the effect of L and other control
parameters in more detail. Here we obtained 2D bifurcation diagram for the Colpitts oscillator which shows
the nonlinear and chaotic dynamics of the system more
clearly. We also made the circuit, carried out measurements and experimentally verified our results.

2. Model and method
We used the Colpitts oscillator circuit which is used
by Kennedy [17] and its circuit is shown in figure 1.
Using Kirchhoff rules, we can derive the differential
equations for VC E , VB E and I L , which are collector
emitter voltage difference, base emitter voltage difference and current flowing in the inductor respectively. We
normalise capacitances to C1 , inductance to L and voltages to the threshold voltage of the base√emitter junction
of the transistor V√
LC1 , then
0 , time to t0 =
√ frequency to f 0 = 1/ LC1 , resistances to R0 = L/C1
and currents to I0 = V0 /R0 . After normalisation, we
have eq. (1) in which all the parameters are normalised
and dimensionless (for simply comparing the results by
experimentally measured values, parameters in the figures are not normalised and we wrote dimensions of
parameters there). We note that we have neglected the
base emitter reverse current, which usually is in the order
of a few nanoamperes, and so in the off state of the transistor, both the base current, I B , and collector current,
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Figure 2. VC E –VB E plot for the Colpitts oscillator, showing
fixed point (red circle), transient behaviour (blue curve) and
limit cycle (orange curve).


VB Eω
iωVB Eω = −
+ I Lω
C2
Ron R E
iωI Lω = −VC Eω + VB Eω − I Lω R L


(2)

and for the DC components (i.e. ω = 0)

Figure 1. Electronic circuit of the Colpitts oscillator investigated in this paper. To avoid the hysteric behavior of the iron
core, eddy currents and dissipation in the core, we used an air
filled inductor without an iron or ferrite core.

IC , are supposed to be zero. This means that VC E and
VB E can have negative values but I B and IC are not
allowed to be negative.
dVC E
= IL − β IB
dt


dVB E
VB E − VE E 
= − IB + IL +
C2
dt
RE
dI L
= VCC − I L R L − VC E + VB E
dt
VB E − 1
IB =
.
Ron

(1)

As we see, C1 , L and V0 are vanished from the equations. Now for investigating the system in
(VC E , VB E , I L ) space we have only six parameters:
β,
E , VCC , V E E and Ron . If we substitute X =
 R L , Riωt
for the time-dependent variables
ω X̂ ω e
(VC E , VB E , I L ) in which X̂ is a complex amplitude,
and then separate different powers of eiωt (because of
orthogonality), for the AC components (i.e. ω  = 0), we
have
iωVC Eω = −β

VB Eω
+ I Lω
Ron

I L0 − β I B0 = 0
VB E0 − VE E
=0
I B0 + I L0 +
RE
VCC − I L0 R L − VC E0 + VB E0 = 0
VB E0 − 1
.
I B0 =
Ron

(3)

These equations show that VCC and VE E vanish from
AC component equation and they do not affect the
dynamics of the system. Simulations confirmed this.
So we investigate the effect of L , R L , R E and C2 (i.e.
C2 /C1 ratio in the unnormalised form).
We can find DC working point of the circuit by solving
eq. (3) or by DC analysis of the circuit. By this way we
found the stationary point as
VE E Ron + (β + 1)R E − R L β(VE E − 1)
Z
R
+
(β
+
1)R
V
E E on
E
VB E =
Z
β(VE E − 1)
I L =
Z
(4)
Z = (β + 1)R E + Ron .

VC E =VCC +

Prime indicates stationary values. To find the eignvalues we wrote coefficients of AC part of eq. (1) in matrix
form as
⎤
⎡
1
0
−β/Ron
1
⎥
⎢
−1/C2 ⎦ .
(5)
A=⎣ 0 −
C2 R E Ron
−1
1
−R L
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Figure 3. Bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent (LE) diagram of the Colpitts oscillator for VC E vs. inductance, L, which
shows a DC region, regular regions and chaotic regions. Arrows show the corresponding vertical axes. Here R L = 29 , C2 = 1
and R E = 400 .

Then we find the eignvalues numerically. Here, eigenvalues are complex numbers with real and imaginary
parts. The imaginary part causes oscillations and the
positive real part causes exponential divergence. This
lead to spiral divergent trajectory in phase space, see
figure 2. With the parameters used in figure 2, we
obtained eignvalues as: λ1 = 1.68 + 4.32i, λ2 =
1.68 − 4.32i, λ3 = −5.53.
In figure 2, the red circular point is the unstable stationary point of the circuit (fixed point). Blue curve is the
trajectory of a system with initial conditions very close
to the stationary point which shows spiral divergence
(transient behaviour). Arrows point to the direction of
motion. Orange closed curve shows the trajectory after
a relaxation time (limit cycle).

3. Results and discussion
In this section, we solve differential equations of the
Colpitts oscillator by fourth-order Runge–Kutta method.
We checked the stability of the numerical simulations
by halving the time steps and repeating simulations and
comparing the results (in the regular region of the system
dynamics).
We observe the regular and chaotic behaviour in the
system by using L, R E , R L or C2 as the control parameter. In refs [17,21] chaos in the Colpitts oscillator
are shown by controlling L. Here, we showed that the
dynamics of the system can be chaotic not only by

varying L but also by varying R E , R L or C2 . Figure 3
shows the bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent
(LE) of the system. In this figure, the control parameter
is L. We showed the dynamical behaviour of the system in figures 4a–4d by the trajectory of the system in
VC E − VB E space, in figures 4e–4h by the fast Fourier
transform, both obtained by simulation. Figures 4i–4l
and figures 4m–4p are the same but obtained experimentally.
Dynamics of the system, for very small values of L,
shows stable spiral decay of any initial conditions to a
fixed point, which is the working point of the circuit
in the DC state without any steady oscillations (all initial oscillations decay to this DC state). This behaviour
continues till point A in the bifurcation diagram of figure 3. After point A in figure 3, the oscillation criteria of
the circuit are satisfied and the circuit shows oscillation
(not single-frequency oscillation) in the A–B interval.
Behaviour of the system is regular and bifurcation diagram has only one branch here. Figure 4a shows the
trajectory of the system in the VC E –VB E space for a
typical value of L in this interval. This trajectory is a
closed, narrow path which coincides with regular and
single branch behaviour of the system in this interval (see figure 3). Figure 4i shows experimental result
obtained with 1 Gs/s sampling rate digital oscilloscope.
Figure 4e shows the Fourier transform of VC E for a typical L value between points A and B. Figure 4m shows
the experimentally obtained Fourier transform of VC E
for a typical value of L between points A and B. Here,
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Figure 4. The dynamics of the Colpitts oscillator in different parts of bifurcation diagram. Figures 4a–4d show the VC E –VB E
plot in some points of figure 3. Figures 4e–4h shows Fourier transform of VC E at the same points. Figures 4i–4l show the
experimental results at that intervals. Experimentally obtained Fourier transform of VC E at the same points are shown in
figures 4m–4p.

we see that Fourier transform shows a few frequencies in the system oscillations and frequency spectrum
shows some sharp peaks and is a discrete spectrum. By
increasing L, at point B as we can see from bifurcation diagram in figure 3, a period-doubling bifurcation
occurred. This bifurcation is obvious in the VC E –VB E
plot in figure 4b, and also in the experimentally obtained
figure 4j. In both of these figures, the period doubling is
obvious. Figures 4f and 4n show FFTs of VC E , which
are obtained by simulation and experimentation respectively. From these figures, we can see that two new
frequencies appeared on both sides of the primitive frequencies, the ‘sub-bands’.
These new frequencies appear exactly at the midpoint of primitive frequency, indicating period-doubling
bifurcation. Furthermore, the spectrum is discrete

because of the regular behaviour of the system in this
region.
At point C, figure 3 shows a new branch. Here also
there is a bifurcation, but this bifurcation is not along
with a period doubling. VC E –VB E plot in the C–D region
(not shown here) is the same as the plot in the B–C
interval (see figure 4b) but the part of figure 4b that
is indicated by an arrow, slightly falls down and creates a minimum at that point. So the number of minima
become three, and the bifurcation diagram will have
three branches there. The newly created minimum corresponds to the new branch appeared at point C of
figure 3.
At point D another period-doubling bifurcation
occurred causing a new period doubling at this point.
So immediately after this point, the period is 4T and
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Figure 5. Bifurcation diagram and LE diagram of the Colpitts oscillator for VC E vs. resistance, R L , which shows a DC region,
regular region and chaotic regions. Arrows show the corresponding vertical axes. L = 60 μH, C2 = 1 and R E = 400 .

because the VC E –VB E plot in figure 4c shows six minima (four of them are obvious in figure 4c and two others
in its subset which are the enlarged part of that figure).
The bifurcation diagram (figure 3) have six branches.
These bifurcations continue (as shown in the subset of
figure 3) until the system became chaotic at point E. Figures 4g and 4o show FFTs of VC E , which are obtained
by simulation and experimentation respectively. From
these figures we can see that two other new frequencies appeared on both sides of the previous frequencies,
other ‘sub-bands’. However, some bifurcations occurred
but behaviour of the system before point E is regular.
Negative LE in this interval confirms regular dynamics.
After point E, behaviour of the system became
chaotic, and there are some regular windows inside this
chaotic region. In this region, we see regular behaviour
and repetition of bifurcations which end to chaotic
region. LE is positive after point E confirming chaotic
dynamics and in regular regions the LE returned to negative values.
After point E, neglecting some regular windows, the
path of the system in the VC E –VB E plot as shown in figure 4d, which is obtained by simulation, is a space filling
figure which is a sign of chaotic dynamics in this region.
This path is an open path. Experimentally obtained
VC E –VB E plot is shown in figure 4l, the behaviour of
which is the same as figure 4d. Fourier transform, figure 4d, in this region, however has some distinguishable
peaks corresponding to primitive peaks, but the spectrum here is continuous and very noisy. Experimentally
obtained FFT is shown in figure 4p which confirms the
simulation results.
For some values of L, the LE is negative but the bifurcation diagram seems to indicate chaotic behaviour. In

these values there is a narrow regular window where
the precision of the bifurcation diagram is not high
enough to distinguish them, but the LE has detected
them. So we may deduce that the LE is more precise
than bifurcation diagram. Also the bifurcation diagram
shows self-similarity which is clear from the subset in
figure 3.
Now we want to show that change in behaviour of the
dynamics of the system does not just need the change in
L, meaning that we can use parameters other than L as
control parameter to control the dynamics of the system
and make it regular or chaotic and create some bifurcations. First we choose R L and investigate the behaviour
of the the system by changing it. We do this investigation
by both simulation and experimentation and compare
the results. In figure 5 we show the bifurcation diagram and LE of the system in constant L = 60 μH
vs. R L . When R L values are below 9.16  the system
has oscillations without any bifurcations. Amplitudes
of the oscillations here decrease with increasing R L .
When R L = 9.16  period-doubling bifurcation occurs
in the system and by increasing R L , another perioddoubling bifurcation occurs at 11.2  and this is the
usual period-doubling route to chaos. By still increasing R L we see that this bifurcation is not followed by
other period-doubling bifurcations. Instead, a period
halving bifurcation occurs and the number of branches
come back to two, when R L = 13.13 . It means that
bifurcations do not lead to chaos. We continue increasing R L and when R L = 18.22  system falls in the
chaotic region. LE confirms that, before 18.22  dynamics is regular and from 18.22  till 19 , LE is positive
indicating chaotic dynamics. But this chaotic dynamics become regular by some period-halving bifurcations
at 18.98  till 19.73 . We increase R L again and we
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Figure 6. The dynamics of the Colpitts oscillator in different parts of the bifurcation diagram. Figures 6a–6d show the
VC E –VB E plot in some points of figure 5. Figures 6e–6h show Fourier transform of VC E at same points. Figures 6i–6l show
the experimental results at that intervals. Experimentally obtained Fourier transform of VC E at the same points are shown in
figures 6m–6p.

see a transition to chaotic dynamics at 22.04  and this
chaotic behaviour continues till 32.43  with some regular windows inside that chaotic region. Analysis of L E
coincides with this investigation and is positive in this
region except in the regular windows. At 32.43  some
period-halving bifurcations occur and three branches
remain in the diagram. If we continue increasing R L , at
39.2  one of the fixed points become unstable and the
corresponding branch disappear with a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation and at 41.9  another period-halving
bifurcation occurs and two other branches collide and a
single branch remains in the diagram. After this point,
the behaviour remains regular and the only effect of
increasing R L is the decrease in the amplitude of oscillations.
Similar to figure 4, figure 6 shows the path of the system in the VC E −VB E space and FFT of VC E obtained

by simulation (figures 6a–6h) and experimentation (figures 6i–6p).
Figure 7 shows the bifurcation diagram when both R L
and L are variables. In the low and medium R L and for
any value of L, dynamics of the system and number of
branches change more drastically. But when R L is large,
the behaviour of the system for lower values of L is regular while for larger values of L, in addition to regular
behaviour, there are bifurcations creating two, and then
three branches. In the interested intervals of L and R L
which are present in this figure, when R L is between
0 and 35  the dynamics of the system and number of
branches change more drastically. When R L > 55  the
behaviour of the system is regular with only one branch
in the bifurcation diagram, but in the opposite direction,
dynamics of the system and number of branches change
more drastically for all values of L. Also we can see that
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Figure 7. Two-dimensional bifurcation diagram of the Colpitts oscillator vs. inductance, L, and R L resistance in which
colours with numbers on them show the number of branches
in the bifurcation diagram and C indicates chaotic regions.
At the vertical dashed line R L = 29  which corresponds to
figure 3 and on the horizontal dashed line L = 60 μH which
corresponds to figure 5. C2 = 1 and R E = 400 .

with increase in R L the chaotic region and the region in
which the bifurcation takes place, moves to greater values of L. As an application note, in this oscillator, when
the chaotic behaviour and bifurcations have parasitic
effects, we just need to increase R L to get rid of them.
Two-dimensional bifurcation diagrams are more precise than one-dimensional diagrams. For example, if we
consider the horizontal dashed line in figure 7 in which
L = 60 μH, in the beginning part of the line there is a
four-branch region sandwiched between the two-branch
regions which causes the appearance of two loops in the
corresponding points of bifurcation diagram (figure 3).
So, by the 2D bifurcation diagram we can imagine the
1D bifurcation diagrams for any arbitrary L or R L in
the 2D figure. For example, we can determine when the
loops in 1D bifurcation can appear and what is their origin. We also can compare the dynamics of the system
along the vertical dashed line at R L = 29 , where L
is a variable, with figure 3. We see that both show same
behaviour.
We also can choose C2 as the control parameter, and
the results of such a simulation are shown in figure 8.
This figure shows that change of C2 can make the system
fall in chaotic or regular regions. Here for low values of
C2 , behaviour of the system is regular, and with increase
in C2 , a period-doubling bifurcation appears, and for further increase, another bifurcation appears, which causes
an increase in the number of branches. Finally, the system becomes chaotic at C2 = 0.25. If we increase this
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parameter further, the system becomes chaotic. Chaotic
behaviour of the system ends at C2 = 0.7. There are
some regular windows in this chaotic region. By increasing C2 more, some period-halving bifurcations occur at
C2 = 0.88. Then three branches remain in the bifurcation diagram, and by increasing C2 further one of them
becomes unstable and the other two connect together
by a period-halving bifurcation and after that only one
branch exists in the bifurcation diagram of the system
and the system remains regular for higher values of C2 .
In general, the chaotic dynamics only exists in a limited
region and for C2 , outside this region the dynamics is
regular. LE of the system coincides with the behaviours
shown by the bifurcation diagram, i.e. in the regular
regions this exponent is negative and in the chaotic
region it is positive.
Figure 9 is a 2D bifurcation diagram when both R L
and C2 are changed. This figure shows a chaotic island
region which is surrounded by some bifurcation regions
indicating that the ‘route to chaos’ is a period-doubling
route. The chaotic region and the region with bifurcations are limited to R L in the interval R L = 9.5 –52 
and C2 ratio in the interval 0.15–6.96, which means
that increasing R L more than 52  and C2 more than
6.96 do not cause any bifurcation or chaos in the system
dynamics and in that values, behaviour of the system
is regular and only one branch exists in the bifurcation
diagram. So, we propose that in this Colpitts circuit,
if the chaos is undesirable, we can just increase R L or
C2 to remove it. If we set C2 = 5 and then change
R L , at lower R L there is one branch in the bifurcation diagram and by increasing R L we come closer to
a chaotic region, which is not accessible by the supposed value of C2 . We see a bifurcation, indicating
that we are near a chaotic region, the separation of the
created branches in the bifurcation diagram increases
by increasing R L , and they reach maximum separation
when the distance from the chaotic region is minimum,
and by further increasing R L we recede from the chaotic
region and the branch separation decreases and finally
coincides when we recede enough. Also there is some
streaks of regular region inside the chaotic island. By
considering R E as the control parameter, the behaviour
of the system is investigated in figure 10. As we can
see, the behaviour of the system is regular at lower values of R E . By increasing R E , two bifurcations occur,
one of which is complete and the other is incomplete.
By increasing R E further, more bifurcations occur. But
till R E = 244  the behaviour of the system is regular wherever the number of branches of bifurcation
increase and it shows that the system may come close to
the chaotic behaviour. Beyond R E = 244  the system
becomes chaotic and regular windows inside the chaotic
region are obvious, and the widest of them occurs in
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Figure 8. Bifurcation diagram and LE diagram of the Colpitts oscillator for VC E vs. ratio of capacitances, C2 , which shows
a DC region, regular region and chaotic regions. Arrows show the corresponding vertical axes. R L = 29 , L = 60 μH and
R E = 400 .

the range R E = 429 –598 . In this range, except
the upper imperfect branch there are three branches and
after R E = 517  each branch creates one bifurcation
and altogether, here, we have six branches. By increasing R E , at R E = 598  the discussed regular window
ended and the system becomes chaotic again. LE is negative in the regular regions and positive in the chaotic
regions which coincide with the bifurcation diagram.
Now we present a brief review of recent works in similar fields and do a short comparison. In refs [22–25], it is
shown that the frequency and amplitude could be controlled by the initial conditions, a non-quadratic term
and also controlling the frequency and amplitude in a
system with multistability investigated. In the Colpitts
oscillator which we discussed here we can control the
frequency and amplitude of oscillations by changing the
control parameter. In figure 3 we see an almost linear
behaviour from L = 3 μH to point B indicating that by
changing L in this region we can control the amplitude
of the oscillations to nearly linear. Figures 5, 8 and 10
also show similar regions, and so in this oscillator the
amplitude of oscillations to easily could be controlled
by the change of each of the control parameters which
are used here. To investigate the control
of frequency,
√
we note that we normalise time to LC√
1 (then the frequency is also normalised to f 0 = 1/ LC1 ). So, by
changing the inductor or capacitor values, the normalisation factor will change, and hence the real frequency
will also change. So by these parameters, we can control
the frequency of the oscillator. We also know that the
frequency of a Colpitts oscillator is determined by the
resonance frequency of the tank network of the circuit,
i.e. the inductor and capacitors. Xu et al [26] investigated

Figure 9. Two-dimensional bifurcation diagram of the Colpitts oscillator vs. C2 , and R L resistance in which colours
with numbers on them shows the number of branches in the
bifurcation diagram and C indicates chaotic regions. At the
vertical dashed line R L = 35  which correspond to figure 8
and on the horizontal dashed line C2 = 1 which corresponds
to figure 5. L = 60 μH and R E = 400 .

a two-stage Colpitts oscillator, in which two transistors
were used leading to one more differential equation.
They also found the Lyapunov exponent of the system,
bifurcation diagrams and isospike diagrams. In future
works we shall try to investigate the effect of different
kinds of couplings on the Colpitts oscillator dynamics.
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Figure 10. Bifurcation diagram and LE diagram of the Colpitts oscillator for VC E vs. resistance, R E , which shows a DC
region, regular region and chaotic regions. Arrows show the corresponding vertical axes.R L = 29 , C2 = 1 and L = 60 μH.

4. Conclusions
This study concluded that not only the variation of
the inductance can cause transitions from regular to
chaotic region and vice versa, but also we can do this
by changing R L or R E or C2 ratio as well. Also here we
investigated the bifurcation diagram and LE of the Colpitts oscillator when the mentioned parameters change.
We found the trajectory of the system in VC E –VB E
(subphase space) of the system by both simulation and
experimentation. We found and investigated the Fourier
transform of VC E by simulation and experimentation.
We also found 2D bifurcation diagrams which showed
clearly the regular and chaotic regions.
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